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Green Grass and Sparkly Bits
by: Ian P. Dow
Gentleman,
I find each month that these newsletters get longer as opposed to shorter. I usually try and put a model review
and then some technique that shows how the kit was done. I am doing nothing more than combing the internet
to find articles that I think will work well together and then putting out a different subject each month. Some
folks like only planes, armor, cars, etc, but what I am trying to do is possibly entice my readers into trying new
kits or techniques to see what they can come up with. I dont expect everyone to read this cover to cover but if
you get one thing from each issue then that will be a victory. Thats why there is a recipe in each issue and who
knows we might get a joke or word search going at some point.
I choose a boat this month for our kit review because I suddenly have an interest in boats. This came about
because while at the Dayton show I was lucky enough to win a 1/200 scale Bismarck in the raffle. I actually won
quite a few kits at the raffle and that was due to extreme luck and possibly because I was standing next to
Jeffrey when it happened. For whatever reason good things happen to me when Jeffrey is standing nearby.
Nothing particularly fantastic happens to Jeff but for some reason hes like my big doughy rabbits foot. But I
digress. I will be bringing the boat and several other of the kits I won to the meeting so everyone can take a
gander at what a big model looks like. My very off track point being is if you are at a show and they have a
decent raffle table, it might behove you to throw a few bucks at it. It helps the club out and you never know
what you may actually win.
Since we are on the subject of models I would also like to remind everyone that it is contest month this month
so lets bring out our best.
Also for all those interested, the Region 4 Regional is this weekend in Warren. All the pertinent information is at
www.ipmswarren.org. This show is across town and should be attended by all those that can make it . They are
a good group of guys who put on a good show every year and the way many clubs have not been having shows
we should support those that do.
Well thats about all the noise I can make for this month. Everyone be safe, build a model and support a show.

Ian
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Revell 1/144 Fast Attack Craft Class 143A
Reviewed by Frank Spahr

HISTORY

Germany is about to end her 90-year history of
operating Schnellboote or Fast Attack Craft. The
Reviewed by
:Johnny
in Modeling
Madness
remaining
units
of theSeaman
143A class
are about
to be
decommissioned as new corvettes K 130 finally reach
fleet acceptance. From small beginnings in WW1,
the Schnellboote have developed into very potent
small warships, with the 143A´s the epitome of this
development.
In NATO, Germany was tasked with denying the
Soviet Fleet to leave the Baltic. To this end,
theBundesmarine (Federal navy, since our
reunification Deutsche Marine – German navy) built
and operated a succession of Schnellboot classes with
a view to surprise attacks on enemy shipping. Earlier
classes were an evolution of WW2 designs and armed
primarily with torpedoes and AA guns.
The introduction of guided missiles seriously increased
the punch the vessels could pack, and the distance at
which they could strike. The first guided-missile boats,
armed with the French Exocet, later to gain notoriety in
the Falklands war, were the class 148. They were
succeeded by the class 143 which was built in two
sub-groups: Apart from the four Exocets common to
both, 143 was fitted with two of the standard 3 inch Oto
Melara guns, plus two torpedo tubes, whereas 143A
received the RAM close-range defensive missile
system instead of the second gun turret and the
torpedo tubes. After Germany´s reunification and the
resulting reduction in fleet size, the 143A vessels were
retained and modernized while the 143´s were sold off.
With Germany changing her policy to participate in
international military operations, the 143A´s were
deployed in areas and climates they were never
designed for – operating off Lebanon and Djibouti in
conditions seriously taxing the crew´s endurance. As
the threat environment and required warship

capabilities changed, the vessels lost their original
mission and are hence being replaced by slower ships
with a longer endurance. Nonetheless, these vessels
have rendered an excellent service over the course of
almost 30 years.
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THE KIT

Revell has produced kits of the 143 and 143A class in the early
1990ies, and after a hiatus, the latter kit has been re-issued in 2008.
The kit is a very faithful and credible reproduction of the welldocumented vessels for the time of its first issue. Modifications applied
to the vessels after that date need to be retrofitted, as they are not
included in the kit. The parts are well-molded, though not without some
sink marks. The plastic railings are oversized and could benefit from
replacement. A nice and comprehensive decal sheet is provided with
some very useful stencils and markings for all vessels of the class.
Flags are provided printed on paper. Revell´s typical clear multi-step
instruction and their well-known paint references to their own brands
only complete the kit.
Getting the kit and planning the build
I was landed with this kit like the proverbial virgin with the child. A friend
of mine had persistently asked for someone to review the kit, and had
met less than lukewarm responses. Upon a meeting in Hamburg, he
brought the kit and placed it into my not really open but rather reluctant
hands. Upon opening the box and sifting through the sprues, I pretty
soon developed a fondness for this model, overcame my reluctance,
agreed upon reviewing and even building it, even on the fast lane and
speeding past the several dozen unbuilt kits I have at any given time.
Pawing the sprues, one of my friends exclaimed: „Look here, they even
have an Oscar!“ Hey, I´m a card-carrying landlubber, so I was entirely
clueless about what the name meant in this respect. Oscar turned out
to be the name all the man-over-board-drill- dummies have in our navy,
and he was present dangling from a mast bracing next to some
fenders. Not without sink marks and looking like a cross between a
deep-diving suit and a fighter robot from the 1950ies, but there he was,
ready to be thrown overboard and be retrieved by the crew. By the way:
Later on I learned that the Royal Navy uses the same name for their
dummies, so I assume we adopted it from them.
I almost immediately saw an oscar-themed diorama made from this kit,
so I started reading and asking questions over the next weeks. On the
one hand, I wanted to identify what improvements the kit needed, on
the other I wanted to learn more about the drill Oscar was used for.
Klaus Gaeth ofwww.schnellboot.net kindly provided images of an
Oscar drill, thanks a lot for your help! My friend Guido Hopp had visited
one of the vessels during an open ship and had taken a number of very
helpful images which he provided to me – thank you, Guido! Olaf
Rahardt´s volume on the 143´s „Schiffsprofile Nr. 11“ included a huge
amount of useful information and was duly bought. As Guido had
visited S 74 „Nerz“ ( German for mink) I decided to model this vessel.
Luckily, „Nerz“ has a website with extensive image galleries which
proved very useful to fill the gaps in my other references.
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CONSTRUCTION
I started by assembling the entire hull including the deck. Some putty
was used but not overly much. I tend to prepare my seascapes in
this early stage as long as the hull is uncritical to handle. For my
diorama, I had decided to show the ship´s inflatable boat returning
with Oscar after picking him up. So the vessel herself would be
slowing down and the inflatable approaching her from port and
astern. So I cut a piece of 30 mm foam board (insulation board from
the hardware supermarket) to fit into my standard IKEA picture
frame, and made a cutout for the hull. An old bread knife works well
for this task.
Remaining gaps were filled with acrylic filler from the hardware
supermarket. For this step, the hull was insulated using vaseline. A
slight swell was produced by cutting and sanding the foam board
material. The disturbed water astern the vessel was enhanced by
carefully spraying paintbrush cleaner to the base – make sure you
have good ventilation and don´t overdo it, as the stuff eats into the
base and melts it, if used too copiously. The area for the inflatable
was identified and prepared by sanding and slight spraying of
paintbrush cleaner.
Now the base was painted with ordinary white wall paint, using a
large brush in a stippling motion. This seals the surface where
needed and achieves the slightly irregular surface crucial to the
final water effect. After drying, Revell Aqua Color #68 was sprayed
to give the base the hue of the Baltic on an overcast day. All the
disturbed water was drybrushed with white paint. That fully dried,
the base received several coats of solvent-based clear gloss
lacquer from a hardware supermarket rattle can. This gives the
right gloss and reflection to the base. Any further wave effects
were achieved using layers of acrylic gel and white artist´s oil
paint. Finally, the base was ready to mount the 143A and the
inflatable.
Returning to the vessel, I sifted through my references to find out
what to change and what to detail. The size of the model and the
number of subassemblies eased parallel working on a number of
them.
I started by replacing the rather featureless bases of the Exocet
launchers, which originally are a sort of latticework construction. To
build these parts from styrene stock, I needed multiple parts neatly
cut in identical lengths and angles. To achieve this, I bought „The
Chopper II“ by NWSL, a very useful cutting tool. Thanks to Andreas
Nickel of www.anfatman.de for providing this (at the time) hard to
find tool. After removing the molded on bases and plating the holes
in the deck over, I built four of the bases from styrene, each of them
comprising about two dozen individual parts – quite a lot of work, but
definitely worth it.
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The missile canisters themselves were further detailed as per
reference images, adding their hinge mechanisms. The two aftermost
canisters received blast deflectors. Even though what I did is not
entirely correct, I feel it is an improvement over the kit parts.
The RAM launcher was only detailed with some PE parts for steps and
handholds. The blast deflector right ahead of the launcher was detailed
by drilling some holes and adding loudspeakers.
The numerous molded-on fairleads did not look sharp enough, so I
replaced them by scratchbuilt items. The gun turret was built almost
OOB – I added steps leading to the access hatch and the handwheel
to open the hatch. The latter was taken from an old and OOP PE sheet
by Scheuer & Strüver. The gun barrel was carefully drilled open, and a
wire was added to it.
The superstructure was prepared as a subassembly to ease painting. It
needed some filling and sanding, plus some modifications per
reference images. The molded on vertical ladders were removed and
replaced by PE items. The picnic bench was detailed using styrene
stock. The most notable addition to the superstructure was the infrared
sighting system MSP 500 which was scratchbuilt using PE and styrene
stock. At the bridge front, the blast pipe of the pre-wetting system was
added using soldering wire. The bases for the rather massive antennas
were also added.

COLORS & MARKINGS

Now came the time of painting the model. Acrylics were used
throughout the build. After discussing the scheme with a naval
officer friend of mine I settled for Revell 57 for the vertical and 79 for
the horizontal surfaces. I rather masked and sprayed the
boot topping with Revell 9 than tried using the kit decals. The lower
hull was sprayed Revell 37. I relied upon reference images for the
paint demarcations, especially on the superstructure. I had wanted
to engrave the red warning circles to the deck, but ended up with
cutting masks and spraying them.
When it came to „marrying“ the superstructure to the hull, I ran into
trouble. Despite all the dryfitting and removal of interfering locator
pins I had done, it wouldn´t fit. So I had to apply serious pressure
and still ended up with annoying gaps to fill. Having completed that, I
further detailed the superstructure. Some boxes for firefighting
equipment were added, with the typical labels designed and printed
to size. I also added a „bridge-art“ I had seen in some reference
images, a mink riding two missiles. I have no idea about the correct
timeframe for that, but I liked it and included it anyway. As in any
project, there was a time when I thought I´d never get through
cleaning up and painting all the small parts I had yet to add,
especially as more of them popped up when looking through my
references.
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So I added a bitt and another pre-wetting blast pipe with
its protective wire frame to the stern. Now came another
visible addition, the boat crane for the inflatable boat. It
was built per reference images using styrene stock and
generic PE. L´Arsénal´s „Structural Parts“ were again
most helpful here.
The open bridge received a wooden railing quite visible
in the references, plus „optics“ for the sighting
instruments in the bridge wings. As mentioned before,
the kit decals are very nice and helpful, they also contain
some stencils for the bridge and some for
the RAM launcher.

FINAL CONSTRUCTION

The original masts are very intricate and complex
designs. The more I looked at the references, the more I
realized I would only be able to hint at their complexity.
So they were detailed moderately using styrene and wire
to improve the overall look. On the main mast, some
antennas and a signal yard with PE eyes were added,
and the plastic ladder was replaced by PE. Having
completed the radar mast, it was glued to the model and
I was able to begin with the railings.
To replace the oversize kit railings, I had bought PE
stanchions of the required height and number of holes for
the bars.www.saemann.de has very useful PE parts for
projects like this, highly recommended. Following the
principle of working from the centreline of the model to
the periphery, I started on the superstructure railings.
Stanchion positions were identified and drilled, and the
stanchions were then superglued. The vessel has both
sections of railing with sturdy steel tubing and easily
removable sections of railing with wire. Both sorts are
present on the superstructure. As the holes in the
stanchions are .3 mm in diameter, I had planned to use
.2 mm brass wire for the wire sections. That worked fine
and looked to scale even when painted. The larger
diameter sections were individually cut and glued
between the stanchions using .5 mm wire. That proved to
be a lot of work, but looked convincing, too. Inclined
bracings were added from .3 mm brass wire. This wire
was also used on the trickiest parts of the railings, those
surrounding the life raft canisters on the main deck.
Here, I carefully enlarged the holes in the stanchions to
accept the stronger wire, and then bent three hopefully
identical wire sections to shape. These were carefully
threaded on the required number of stanchions, and the
whole wibbly-wobbly assembly then glued into the predrilled holes in the deck.
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Once glued, the railing was very sturdy throughout the ship.
Right ahead from this part of the railing, three items had to be
scratchbuilt on both sides of the vessel – a gangplank, a
scrambling net and a box of - to me - unidentified purpose, in
short a BOUP. My stock of styrene, PE and wire helped a lot,
and surplus material from a screen door was well suited for the
net. Building the rest of the railing was time-consuming, yet not
hard. I was pretty happy with the result in all its brass glory.
Brush painting the entire assembly proved to be tedious and I
needed several correction runs before the paint covered all the
brass. Using a darker shade for the wire railings, I got pretty
close to the look of the real thing and have to say this is the
best looking railing I have built so far – in my eyes, obviously.
Having come so far, I added the remaining mast and the bridge
roof antennas. For the latter, turned brass items from BMK for
masts were used. The transparent plastic casings were
simulated using the clear protective plastic from new
paintbrushs.
Crewing the ship
A ship in a diorama needs a crew – so I had to find about a
dozen crew figures visible on deck and aboard the inflatable. I
had once bought a large bag of spectacularly ugly and garishly
painted N-scale figure which I use for conversions like this.
They were modified and repainted for enlistment in Germany´s
navy. Care was taken to let all of them do something that was
credible in the situation depicted. Having glued the figures to
the model, I added some minimal rigging in the shape of signal
lines. Tan flyfishing thread was used. Havign brought
everything together now, the model was sprayed with Vallejo
ModelAir´s excellent matt varnish to blend things in and hide
embarassing glue marks. The model was weathered only
minimally, as German navy vessels tend to be very well-kept. I
just added some slight traces of rust on and below the anchor.
Prior to gluing the model to the diorama, the last task was to
add the bridge glazing. Here, MicroScale´s Kristal Klear was
used – a transparent white glue which is superior to our
German white glue brands. The final touch was to add
centrifugal disks to the three middle bridge windows. They are
included in Revell´s decal sheet, but I didn´t like the option, so I
made my own versions from sections of brass tubing and PE
oars. These were glued and sprayed, and inserted (with bated
breath, obviously) into the fresh Kristal Klear, hoping that the
glue´s surface tension would suffice to hold them in place. The
result looks worth the effort to me.
That cured, the vessel was glued to the base using dabs of
silicone caulking applied from below. Any remaining gaps were
filled with acrylic gel.
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CONCLUSIONS
Despite some fit issues, this is an excellent kit of an
attractive vessel the rendered services her designers never
would have imagined. It is well detailed from the outset,
and its large scale and the abundant references ease
improving it a lot. No matter whether you build the kit OOB
or however detailed, I can but highly recommend it to you!
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Tips and Tricks
Posted by: Kris in Techniques August 15, 2010

Guide to using photo
etched parts on models
Posted by: Kris in Techniques August 15, 2010 0 3385 Views

Introduction
This tutorial will explain all aspects of using photo etched (PE)
metal parts on scale models including a step-by step guide for
creating a complex three dimensional object.
A description of how PE parts are made and their characteristics
is given in the article ‘Model Kit Materials’ so it will not be
repeated here. This article will concentrate on how to actually
use PE parts.
Planning
Sometimes model kits are provided with PE parts in the box in
which case their use will be shown in the instructions. However,
if the PE parts are purchased as an aftermarket set, then you
will probably have two sets of instructions – one set that came
with the model kit and a second set that came with the PE set.
Building a model kit can seem complex enough without the
additional problems of replacing some kit parts with PE parts.
As with many things in life, it is always wise to plan ahead – if

This is a close up of a typical brass photo-etch fret. As can be
seen there are a myriad of very small parts. Many of these
need to be bent to shape and it is sometimes difficult to tell
what the parts are intended for when they are all laid flat like
this.
This PE 1/35th
hinge placed
next to a
dressmaker’s
pin shows how
small and
detailed PE
parts can be.

you were going to travel to Mexico, you would not go without
first looking at a Spanish dictionary . So, take a good look at the
kit instructions and the instructions with your PE set. Find out
where PE parts replace kit parts and where they supplement kit
parts.
Compare the kit parts with their PE equivalent and decide
whether or not to replace the kit parts. Sometimes the kit part
may be every bit as good as the proposed PE replacement, or
there may be so much work making the PE parts for such a little
improvement, that you may decide stick with the kit parts.
Where you do decide to replace, or supplement kit parts,
update the instruction sheet for your kit, so that you do not
forget to use the PE parts as you construct the model.
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Preparation And Tools
As with many aspects of scale modelling, a good starting point is to clear your workspace of
other models and tools and set out the tools you will need for the particular task ahead.
The tools you may require are:



Cutting surface



Sharp knife or PE scissors



Fine files, or ‘wet and dry’ sandpaper



PE folding tool



Adhesives



Tweezers



Fine pointed pliers



Masking Tape

This is the larger 8 inch version of the
Hold And Fold tool which gives the
option of folding really big PE parts.
Available from The Small Shop

The cutting surface should be fairly hard and an old CD or DVD is ideal since it is
firm but will not unduly blunt your blade. Parts can be removed from the PE fret with either
specialist scissors, or a sharp hobby knife. I find the hobby knife works best for most parts
as it is sometimes difficult to position even small scissors and they can easily distort small
parts when cutting. This will blunt the blade of the hobby knife fairly quickly so be prepared

The Etch Mate from Mission Models
has the distinction of being made from
a composite material rather than
metal. Available from Mission Models .

to change it as necessary.
No matter how careful you are cutting PE parts from their sprue, you will often be
left with small stub of sprue that will need to be filed away with either a very fine needle file
or ‘wet and dry’ paper.
A PE folding tool is not absolutely essential as parts can be folded with pliers, but a
folding tool makes working with PE much much easier and I would heartily recommend
getting one if you intend to use PE parts on a regular basis.
The most popular models are the ‘Etch Mate’ from Mission Models and the ‘Hold And Fold’
from The Small Shop. PE folding tools come in various sizes. If you are planning to fold
large parts such as fenders that run the full length of a tank, then it will be necessary to get
one of the large models. However, the vast majority of PE parts are small and one of the
smaller (and cheaper) folding tools will be fine for these.
PE parts can not be glued with polystyrene cement. The most popular alternative
used is cyano adhesives – also known as superglue. These come in various thicknesses
from ‘super thin’ to ‘gap filling’ and each thickness is useful in different situations. For very
tiny parts it is possible to use glues such as Clear Fix, paper glues or even gloss varnish
providing there is sufficient surface area. The bond will not be strong, but often it does not
need to be. An alternative to glue in some cases is to solder metal parts together and this
is covered in a the article ‘Soldering Metal Parts.’
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The Hold And Fold ‘Bug’ is quite small
but deals with the majority of PE folding
needs. The Stanley knife blade is used
to fold the parts while the ‘Bug’ holds
them in place. Available from The Small
Shop
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In order to hold the very tiny PE parts a good pair of tweezers is
indispensible. In fact several pairs of different types will come in
handy – especially the spring loaded self-closing types. Small
needle nosed pliers are useful for holding parts and bending
them. Look out for the type that have a smooth rather than a
serrated holding surface. It is possible to buy sets of small pliers
at a low cost and this is a good investment.
Small strips of masking tape will come in useful for holding parts
together, or to the model while glue is applied and while it dries.
The above may seem a long list of equipment, but the vast
majority of it is also used for other modelling purposes, so most
experienced modellers will already have most of these items. The
only exception is the folding tool that does require something of
an outlay, but regrettably there is little alternative if you are
serious about bending PE parts on a regular basis.

A set of small pliers such as these will come
in very useful and can be obtained
inexpensively. However, avoid buying poor
quality tools that will be difficult and
annoying to use.

Attaching Very Small Parts
One of the biggest challenges with working with PE is that of
holding and gluing very tiny parts such as buckles. These can be
almost too small to hold with tweezers and if you can manage to
grip them how do you apply the glue?
The method I use normally is to employ a small paint brush and
gloss varnish. Paint a thin layer of gloss varnish on the small area
where you want the part to be placed. Then while the varnish on
the model is still wet, use a small paint brush soaked with a little
gloss varnish to touch the PE part and pick it up. The natural
stickiness of the varnish will be enough to pick up the PE part
where it can be placed on the model on the area that you have
varnished. Coax the part off the paintbrush and on to the model,
maybe using a cocktail stick.
You can then move the part into the correct position with the end
of the paint brush and/or the cocktail stick. When the varnish has
dried you may wish to paint another thin layer of varnish over the
part to make sure that it is secure.
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The complete set of PE tools ready to go.
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are held in place entirely by gloss varnish.
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Step-by-Step Guide
Now we will work through the process of creating a mudguard to replace those on
Tamiya’s 1/35th scale Panther tank.
The PE set used is Aber’s update set number 35A24 which is often sold with set
34024 to make a complete update package for the tank. The first stage is to identify
all the parts needed to build the mudguard by referring to Aber’s instruction sheet.
The parts are then separated from the fret with a sharp hobby knife using an old
DVD as a cutting mat. Care is taken not to lose any of the tiny parts. Consider
putting masking tape over the fret and cutting through it and the fret together to
prevent small parts flying away.
It is a good idea to place all the pieces in a small container such as a jam jar lid so
that they are easy to find and do not get lost.
The next step is to examine every part and either cut, or trim, any stubs remaining
from where the parts were attached to the fret.
The main part of the mudguard needs some bending and shaping. The sides need
to be bent 90 degrees and the front needs to be gently bent to form a curve. When
it is necessary to perform multiple bends on a single part, it is very important to plan
the order of the bends. Sometimes, making a bend on a PE part will prevent another
type of bend. If in doubt make a copy of the part by cutting it out of paper, or thin
card and try making the bends on this. Once a PE part has been bent, it is very
difficult to unbend it without causing damage, so this is something that needs to be
done right first time.
In this case, I decided to make the gentle curving bend first. This was done by
using the round metal handle of a hobby knife as an anvil and pressing the part
down on it gently bending around the handle. It was done in several stages to
obtain a gradual smooth bend. The part was bent a little, moved a couple of
millimetres, bent a little more and so on.
Next, the two side pieces of the main mudguard were bent 90 degrees inwards using
the ‘Hold and Fold Bug’ tool. Bends on some of the other smaller parts were also
made.
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Once all the parts have been prepared, they need to be fixed together and
once again, it is worth spending a couple of minutes planning the order of
assembly and trying a dry run. This advice applies to any model building.
It is important to make sure that the surface of the parts is clean and
greasefree. At the very least, firmly rub the surface with a cloth soaked in
white spirits or some other substance that will remove oiland grease. If
possible rub the surface to be fixed with either fine ‘wet and dry’ paper, or
fine wire wool (1000 grit).
When joining metal to metal, I prefer to use solder and this process is
covered in a separate article ‘Soldering Metal Parts.’Most modellers will use
superglue/cyano adhesive. Where there is a large surface area to be joined
a good method is to hold the parts together and then place a drop of thin
superglue on the edge which will be drawn in between the two parts by
capillary action and will set almost immediately.
For parts where there is little surface to join, or where there are gaps, then
the thicker gap-filling superglue will need to be used. Once again, position
the parts and hold them in place with clamps or masking tape, then carefully
run superglue along the joint. The gap-filling superglue may take some time
to set, so you may wish to apply accelorator to speed up the process.
Once the parts have been fixed together, inspect them and clean up as with
any other modelling sub-assembly. Clean away any excess adhesive with a
knife or sanding sticks/paper and fill any gaps. Remember that fillers
designed to work by bonding with plastic will not work well, so you will need
to use something like epoxy putty to fill gaps e.g. Milliput, or Apoxysculpt).
Finally, on this mudguard it is necessary to make some paralell raised lines
on the mudguard. Aber have made the mudguards thinner where the lines
need to be impressed which not only marks the position well, but also guides
the tool used to make the impression.
I used a common ball point pen, which was pressed on the mudguard while
it was placed on a self-healing cutting mat. The cutting mat has a rubbery
surface and this is important because it would not work on a hard surface.
The impression is made by gently moving the tool (pen) back and forth
several times gently. Avoid trying to do it all in a single pass. There are also
some bolt heads to be created and these are simply done by pressing the
undersided of the mudguard with the ball point pen.
Once this has all been done the mudguard is completed. Unfortunately that
is only half the job. In this case it is necessary to cut the original plastic
mudguard off the model because it is moulded as an integral part of the
upper hull. A modeller’s work is never completed!
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Summary
Working with PE parts is a challenge and
requires learning new skills and using
different products to those used for
modelling with plastic. Remember that
good quality models can be made without
ever resorting to PE, so do not feel
compelled to use it, particularly if it is
likely to detract from your enjoyment.
However, if you are up to a challenge and
want to take your models to an even
higher level of excellence, then follow the
guidelines in this article and you will
probably find success.

Here the part is placed under the folding plate
where the fold is to be made and the folding
plate is screwed down tight.

How To Fold Photoetch

the part is being bent by sliding a blade
underneath it and lifting it up to a little over 90
degrees

Here we see the PE part on the folding tool.
Finally, you can see the bent part on the folding
tool ready to be removed and fitted.
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Updated Show Schedule for the 2014-2015 Modeling Season.

Currently Approved Region IV Contest Dates Through 2015
Updated 4.16.14

Start
05/09/2014
05/17/2014
05/31/2014
08/06/2014
09/06/2014
09/13/2014
09/20/2014
09/27/2014
10/04/2014
10/11/2014
10/12/2014
11/02/2014
1/17/15
02/07/2015
04/10/2015
04/30/2015
05/02/2015
05/30/2015
07/22/2015
09/19/2015

End
05/10/2014
05/17/2014
06/01/2014
08/09/2014
09/06/2014
09/13/2014
09/20/2014
09/27/2014
10/04/2014
10/11/2014
10/12/2014
11/02/2014
1/17/15
02/07/2015
04/11/2015
05/02/2015
05/02/2015
05/30/2015
07/25/2015
09/19/2015

Chapter
Warren (IPMS/USA Region IV Convention)
Military Modelers Club Of Louisville
*Wonderfest, Louisville, KY
IPMS/USA 2014 National Convention
Dayton Area Plastic Modelers
NWVMM
Shenango Valley Area Scale Modelers
Kalamazoo Scale Modelers / West Michigan Scale Modelers
Erie Scale Modelers
Cincinnati Scale Modelers
Lorain County
John H Glenn / Western Reserve
Shenango Valley Area Scale Modelers Free Swap Meet
Mid-Michigan
Wright Field Scale Modelers (IPMS/USA Region IV Convention)
*AMPS International Convention
Warren
Toledo
IPMS/USA 2015 National Convention
Dayton Area Plastic Modelers
* Denotes non-IPMS event (shown for info only)
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City/Area
Detroit, MI
Louisville, KY
Louisville, KY
Hampton, VA
Dayton, OH
Shinnston, WV
Sharon, PA
Kalamazoo, MI
Erie, PA
Cincinnati, OH
Lorain, OH
Cleveland, OH
Sharon, PA
Bay City, MI
Dayton, OH
Auburn, IN
Detroit, MI
Toledo, OH
Columbus, OH
Dayton, OH
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Website Spotlight
By Ian P. Dow

To read more on this excellent build
check out the link below.
http://www.ipmslivonia.org/ipms
/Gallery/Sportsman-55/SG-55Sportsman.htm
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Another Hero Gone But Not Forgotten
By Ian P. Dow

WWII fighter pilot who flew THROUGH the Eiffel Tower to take down a
German plane dies in Virginia aged 92
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In the spring of 1944 Bill and his P-51C, the 'Berlin Express' were near Paris when the scene that is immortalized
in the artwork by Len Krenzler of Action Art that leads this article took place. Bill had followed this Bf109 from the
bombers he was escorting when most of the German fighters left. The two planes had been in a running
dogfight. The German pilot flew over Paris hoping that the heavy German anti-aircraft artillery would solve his
problem and eliminate Overstreet and the 'Berlin Express', though Bill managed to get some hits in at about 1500
feet. The German's engine was hit, and Bill stayed on his tail braving the intense enemy flak. His desperation
undoubtedly growing, the German pilot aimed his plane at the Eiffel Tower and in a surprising maneuver, flew
beneath it. Undeterred, Bill followed right behind him, scoring several more hits in the process. The German
plane crashed and Bill escaped the heavy flak around Paris by flying low and full throttle over the river until he had
cleared the cities heavy anti-aircraft batteries. William Overstreet Jr., a former captain in the U.S. Air Corps,
passed away on Sunday at a hospital in Roanoke.
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Celebrities who served in the Military
By: Kodachorme Homie

William Overstreet Jr., a former captain in the U.S. Air Corps, passed away on Sunday at a hospital in Roanoke.
He famously flew his plane beneath the Eiffel Tower in Nazi-occupied Paris in 1944, lifting the spirits of French
troops on the ground. In 2009, he was presented France 's Legion of Honor. William Overstreet Jr. died on
Sunday at a hospital in Roanoke , Virginia , according to his obituary, but there was no indication of the cause of
his death.
For his valiant service, the French ambassador to the United States presented Overstreet with France's Legion of
Honor at the National D-Day Memorial in Bedford in 2009.
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During training in 1943, he suffered a near-death crash when his plane, a Bell P-39 Airacobra, began spinning as
he practiced maneuvers, and he was unable to control it. He eventually forced his way out through the doors and
found himself standing amid the wreckage.

When he flew in World War II, he suffered another freak accident when his oxygen line cut out as he flew 25,000
feet over France.
He passed out but snapped awake and controlled the plane and dodged trees in front of him to figure out where
he was and land safely. Newspapers at the time reported that he could not remember a whole 90 minutes of the
flight.
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As the German pilot desperately sought to out-maneuver Overstreet, he flew beneath the Eiffel Tower - but the
brave American flew directly beneath it and continued to fire. The German plane crashed and Overstreet was able
to escape the city. The astounding show of skill and bravery lifted the spirits of the French, French dignitary,
Bernard Marie, told the Roanoke Times.
He said he only fully understood the importance of Overstreet's feat when he spoke with his father about it.'My
father began shouting out me - "I have to meet this man," Marie said. 'This guy has done even more than what
people are thinking. He lifted the spirit of the French."
After flying further missions, including a top secret escort mission, his tour of duty ended in October 1944 and he
returned to the U.S.
After finishing his service, he became an accountant - but he continued to attend veterans events He went on to
teach at a gunnery school in Pinellas, Florida and when he was released from active duty, he remained on the
Reserves .He went on to work as General Manager of Charleston Aviation in West Virginia before moving to
Roanoke in 1950, where he worked as an accountant until he was 65.
Before his death, he also worked with numerous charities and veterans groups, appearing at air shows and
gatherings with fellow veterans. He was preceded in death by his wife, Nita.
Anne Mason Keller, Overstreet's niece, said of her uncle: 'He was a fighter, he was always a perfect gentleman.
He was concise, focused with a delightful sense of humor and a twinkle in his eyes. 'He was always humble.
Whenever the press interviewed him, he said, "I didn't do anything, we were a team."
His family has asked that those attending his memorial service on Saturday those wear something either or both
red and yellow, his squadron's colors.
RIP Bill Overstreet.
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Mess Hall
By: Grunty the Magic Pig

Barbecued Spiced Shrimp with Tomato Salad
CONTRIBUTED BY BOBBY FLAY
TOTAL TIME: 25 MIN
The big, bold Southwestern flavors in this shrimp seasoning—which include pure ancho chile powder, smoked
paprika, cumin and brown sugar—epitomize Bobby Flay's style. The seasoning mix would also be terrific on
pork chops or beef tenderloin.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

1/3 cup packed basil leaves, plus extra leaves for garnish
1/3 cup extra-virgin olive oil
Kosher salt and freshly ground black pepper
2 1/4 teaspoons sweet smoked paprika
1 1/2 teaspoons pure ancho chile powder
1 1/2 teaspoons light brown sugar
1/2 teaspoon ground cumin
1/4 teaspoon ground coriander
1/8 teaspoon cayenne pepper
24 jumbo shrimp, shelled and deveined
2 tablespoons canola oil
3 large yellow heirloom tomatoes (1 1/2 pounds), sliced 1/4 inch thick
1 small red onion, halved and thinly sliced

1. In a blender, puree the 1/3 cup of basil leaves with the olive oil until smooth. Season the oil with salt and black
pepper.

2. Light a grill or preheat a grill pan. In a small bowl, mix the sweet smoked paprika with the pure ancho chile powder,
light brown sugar, cumin, coriander, cayenne pepper, 1/2 teaspoon of salt and 1/4 teaspoon of black pepper.
Brush the shrimp with the canola oil and season all over with the spice mixture. Grill the shrimp over
moderately high heat, turning once, until they are lightly charred and cooked through, about 4 minutes total.
3. Arrange the tomato and onion slices on a platter and drizzle with the basil oil. Top with the shrimp, garnish
with the remaining basil leaves and serve.
M AKE AHEAD

The basil oil can be refrigerated overnight. Bring to room temperature before serving.

SUGGESTED PAI RI NG

Shrimp dishes tend to go best with white wines, but the potent spices here are more suited to a red—so split the difference and
pour a rosé. Dry rosés from California and South America are often more full-bodied than those from France, making them ideal
for this recipe.
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